Open the Doors of Izmir with IKCU
Starts education in 2012 with four departments.

- Electrical and Elektronic Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Materials Science and Engineering

In 2013 three departments has also started education.

- Mechatronics Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering
- Geomatics Engineering
Why IKCU Engineering?
Collaboration of University and Industry

- Our faculty has special internship opportunities by the advantage of its adjacent location to İzmir Atatürk Organized Industrial Zone..
You will be one step ahead of your competitors in your business life by the help of 100% English education. Our faculty is the only engineering faculty which gives 100% English education in İzmir center.

By elective courses you will be able to lay the foundations of 2nd foreign language
Multicultural environment in our departments with foreign student quota of 10 people
Practice-based Education

* In our departments our lectures are based on laboratory aided narrative instead of just theoretical explanations
* Internships are arranged in the qualities that will prepare for working life.
Lesson plans of all programs are arranged to train future engineers according to the world standards.
In our faculty education language is English and applied credit system is the European Credit Transfer System. You should not experience language and credit compatibility problems in student exchange programs with abroad universities.
Our Goals

To train engineers who are;

* Enterprising,
* Productive,
* Capable of teamwork,
* Innovative,
* Having ethical values,
* Open to the world,
* Environmentally sensitive,
* Able to use technological tools
Is IKCU a state university?
Yes, Izmir Katip Celebi is young and dynamic, the new state university of Izmir.

Where is the IKCU campus?
University campus is located in Cigli – Balatcik. It is near to Mavisehir, Bostanli and Karsiyaka pier.
How to reach the campus?

University campus is located in the center of Izmir. İZBAN (subway), buses and minibuses are within easy reach. In addition, our campus is adjacent to the ring road of Izmir and can easily be reached by private vehicle.
Is number of faculty members sufficient for education?

Departments of our faculty contain at least five faculty members. Number of academic staff of our faculty are rapidly increasing, and number of students per faculty member is 8.

(Turkey average: 29; EU average: 20; U.S. Average is 15.)
What are the social benefits?

University campus is close to the socially vibrant centers of the city and easily accessible with İZBAN-Metro. In İzmir, which is the most popular province of Aegean, your life will not remain between the school and the dormitory by the help of wide variety of attractive Arts and Sports activities.
Where is the campus?